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CS Newsflash is our weekly roundup and commentary on selected news stories relevant to governance, risk, compliance and
ethics thought leaders. 
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More "Rogue Employees" #IRS
Spying: It's the New Black #Bloomberg
Yep, the Somali Pirates Had a Bookkeeper
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Our weekly roundup of selected developments 
from around the world with a lens on corporate 
governance, risk, compliance and ethics 
follows.  CS Newsflash provides links to news 
stories in the public domain and brief CS 
commentary.  Your views and suggested news 
stories are welcome by reply to 
CSNewsflash@ComplianceStrategists.com.   
From time to time we feature items from our 
“From the CS Email Bag,”  “You Can’t Make 
this Stuff Up” and   “Good News Stories” 
departments.  Readers are welcome to quote 
opinions contained in this newsletter with 
attribution to CS Newsflash 

Quotes of the
Week
"Compliance needs its
independence to provide
senior management with
the advice they require
to succeed....
Compliance needs to
stand on its own." 
Former DOJ official and
former SEC enforcement
counsel commenting on
why CCOs need
independence – story inside.

“I don’t believe there’s
any such thing as rogue
agents — there are
some that aren’t as
competent as others,
just like in any
workplace”  former IRS
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at www.compliancestrategists.com.  You can 
also follow us on Twitter for asithappens 
updates @DonnaCBoehme and 
@SnarkyEthics.  Links below to some of the 
stories we are following this week: 

This Week’s Highlighted Story:
IRS Acting Director Blames Two 
"Rogue Employees" 
Huffington Post, May 15, 2013 
http://huff.to/12Bruf6 
In testimony before a Congressional committee, 
the IRS Acting Director Steven Miller blamed 
"two rogue employees" in the Cincinnati office 
for the targeting of conservative groups.

CS View: Sigh. Mr. Miller, did we not recently
explain what qualifies for a Rogue
EmployeeTheDogAteMyHomeworkGet
OutOfJailFreeCard? It seems you need a
refresher. Please see "Recommended
Resources" below. 

SNCLavalin Used Secret Codes
to Support Bribery Scheme 
CBC News, May 15, 2013  
http://bit.ly/141Wsi5
The Canadian engineering giant is under
investigation for a bribery scheme that for years
used secret codes to identify corrupt payments
across Africa and Asia.

CS View: Quick, what does this remind you
of? Of course you got this: WalMart's secret
code invoice system to identify "type" of
bribe, known only to a handful of execs (not
to be confused with Siemens' secret post-it
system).  Hint: when there is an
institutionalized system of misconduct, you
don't get to cry "rogue employee." See
"Recommended Resources." Yes we know,
we are preaching to the choir, but

employee at Cincinnati
office  story inside

“Lawyers like autonomy,
not rules”  law firm
consultant commenting on
the state of law firm
compliance  story inside
 

UpcomingEvents
June 2013
NYC
NYU Stern School of
Business
"The ROI of Integrity in
Business"
(Boehme & guest lecturers)

October 69, 2013
Washington D.C.
SCCE 12th  Annual
Compliance & Ethics Institute

October 6 "Compliance and
Ethics for Lawyers & In
House Counsel"
(Halfday Preconference
Murphy & Boehme)

October 8 "Built for Success:  
  5 Essential Features of the
Effective CCO"
(Concurrent: Gnazzo, Bertha,
Nocito, Boehme (moderator))
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#Boardworthy.
 
Is This Mid-Sized Law Firm
Ahead of the Compliance Curve?
Corporate Counsel, May 14, 2013 
bit.ly/10f2ZWz
Corporate Counsel says the top 5 US law firms
don't want to talk about their own internal
compliance programs. (See bit.ly/14S9AK4) 
But now a mid-sized firm, Chicago-based Much
Shelist, is willing to discuss some of its
activities:  "periodic" compliance training,
monitoring of its billing department and an
outright ban on personal digital devices.

CS View:  a good start, perhaps more
compliance-type activity than we have seen
at any of the large law firms (but we're really
not sure, since they "don't want to talk about
it"). But what we don't see: empowered,
independent CCO (their CCO is also the GC
& COO and has a full-time practice),
confidential employee reporting system,
investigation guidelines, nonretaliation
program, disciplinary and incentive policies.
In other words, most of the elements
contemplated by the Organizational
Sentencing Guidelines for an effective
program. 
 
Compliance Takes a Stand on
Independence
Inside Counsel, May 14,  2013
bit.ly/101didf
A former US Justice official and former SEC
enforcement counsel explain why a compliance
program without an independent CCO is "flawed
from the outset" and calls an empowered
compliance officer the "new normal." The
authors say that the compliance function has
matured to a C-Suite position.
 
CS View:  But still they hold onto the table
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leg.... it's increasingly clear that those that
want to keep the CCO in the general
counsel's office are on the losing end of this
debate. The positioning of the CCO is the
key indicator of management's commitment
to a meaningful compliance program. We
think any company with the CCO reporting
to or through the GC has the burden to
demonstrate sufficient levers of
independence, empowerment, seat-at-the-
table, line of sight and resources to do the
job well. As Michael Volkov, former federal
prosecutor has written:  it's not whether the
GC can manage compliance, it's whether the
GC should manage compliance. See "An
Independent CCO is a Compliance Program
Requirement" http://bit.ly/19Sm9m

Bloomberg Discloses it May Have
Spied on Clients 
(but no worries, ex-CEO of IBM to the
rescue)
The Guardian, May 17, 2013
bit.ly/186lT3N
Bloomberg, the news and data service company
has disclosed that it may have kept logs of its
clients' user habits and data, causing some
clients to wonder if Bloomberg is now a
competitor. The company has announced that it
has hired a number of outside experts, including
the ex-CEO of IBM to review its privacy policies.

CS View: companies do odd things when
caught in a scandal, don't they? We would
like to know exactly what the CEO of IBM
can do to help Bloomberg with its privacy
compliance program.  We would be more
impressed should Bloomberg decide to hire
an experienced, empowered CCO,  and give
them a reporting line to the CEO and direct
access to the Board.  Formula: get in
trouble, hire a big name for the PR folks.
What could possibly go wrong? 
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Snarky: spying, it's the new black. #HP #AP
#Bloomberg
 
Bangladesh, H&M and the
Anatomy of an Industry Change
New York Times, May 19, 2013
http://nyti.ms/10HQuOS
Following the tragic building collapse in
Bangladesh and a provocative ad aimed at
H&M, the retail giant agreed to join a safety
pact, and other retailers quickly fell in line.
 
CS View: public outrage and scrutiny
creates change. 
 
New UK Survey Says 60% of
Whistleblowers (77% in Finance)
are Ignored
Financial News, May 20, 2013
http://bit.ly/10SHUxS
A recent survey  of 1000 workplace
whistleblowers by UK nonprofit Public Concern
at Work and leading UK law firm Slater &
Gordon indicates that 60% were ignored by
their employers (77% in the financial services
industry), 19% were disciplined or demoted and
a further 15% dismissed. 42% in the finance
industry were dismissed.
 
CS View: A rough ride for whistleblowers in
the finance industry, but then you knew that.
Shows that all internal employee reporting
systems are not created equal, because
nothing works unless employees feel safe
raising concerns. Boardworthy.  
 
Wal-Mart Directors Asked What
They Knew  
Bloomberg, May 20, 2013
 http://bit.ly/11WIUYl 
Wal-Mart has been ordered to turn over records
it hoped would be protected by attorney-
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client privilege, to answer shareholders'
demands to know what the Board knew about
the Mexican bribe investigation.  

CS View: So that "passive director" thing
isn't working out so well.   Shoulda had an
#IndependentCCO voice in the C-Suite.    
  
 
Recommended Resources
E&Y Global Corruption Survey
(Boardworthy)
http://bit.ly/LdsBHU
The Rogue Employee and Dogs That Eat
Homework
(dedicated to all "lowlevel" IRS employees)
bit.ly/108N4W2

You Can't Make This Stuff Up
Somali Pirate Bookkeeper, Meet German
Police
http://nyti.ms/12qhhDq
The German police have arrested the accountant who
monitored and divided the ransom payment for the German
oil tanker hostages.
Snarky: even murderous pirates need an
accountant - is a PR firm far behind?

Compliance Strategists
Newsflash is published weekly by:

Compliance Strategists LLC
Donna Boehme, Principal tel:
 +1.908.251.1427
CSNewsflash@ComplianceStrategists.com
1253 Springfield Avenue Suite 319
New Providence, NJ  07974 USA

Please send any comments or questions, or
to unsubscribe, to
CSnewsflash@ComplianceStrategists.com
Follow us on Twitter @DonnaCBoehme
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